
Name: Gregory Vilfranc
Course Name: Game Design 1
Assignment Title: Week 3 Assignment

Week3 Assignment

Share or Snatch
Theme:  Hunger
Title:  Share or Snatch (working title)
Synopsis:  A game where players attempt to have as many meals as possible in as many days as possible.  Each round where all players have taken a turn 
represents a day. Hunger makes us do some crazy things.  Will you sabotage someone else’s attempt to eat to ensure that you do?  Will you help another 
person get a meal at the expense of your own belly?

http://www.viddler.com/explore/Purumus/videos/5/


Snatch or Share Game Outline

Snatch or Share Game Outline

A: Goals 
   1. Score the most points by securing 3 meals a day as often as possible
   2. Set up ‘moves’ or ‘meals’ strategically to setup future scores, prevent/delay other players from ‘eating’ or helping others gain their ‘meals.’
B: Action 
   1. Wait for turn
   2. Call out ‘Share’ or ‘Snatch’ moves audibly.
   3. Draw and play card
   4. Collect food/Eat
   5. Pass
C: Transitioning Conditions
   1. Game ends when entire board is filled by players
D: Objects 
   1. Players(4 players Max + 1 score/time keeper)
   2. Paper
   3. Pencil(s)
   4. 1d6 (to determine order of player turns)
   5. Standard playing cards separated by suit
   6. 4 tokens distributed to players to cash in for a free ‘meal’
E: Rules 
   1. Players must draw and play a card of their choice then draw their chosen suit symbol (heart, spade, club or diamond) on the board, also drawing the number/letter of the card played in the drawn symbol
       A. All cards are worth points. Cards 2's through 10's are all worth points respective of their labels, e.g. 2 of spades is worth 2 points, 8 of diamonds is worth 8 points.
       B. Jacks are worth 12 points, Queens worth 14pts, Kings worth 16pts and Aces are worth 20 pts.
   2. Each go around of all four players having played represents a day’s worth of seeking food.  Players score when they line up 3 of a kind on the board vertically, horizontally or diagonally.  The total score for that turn is calculated
       by the score/timekeeper. (i.e. Raul Diamondez character lines up a 2, a 7 and a Queen diagonally giving him a score of 23 for that turn)
       A. At any time during the game players can ‘cash in’ their meal ticket token to receive 10 points during a turn, but are not allowed to play a card at this time.  Players can also choose to keep the token as collateral when adding
            up final totals.
   3. If a players move affects another player(s) future movement positively, player must call out ‘Share’ and if the move affects future player’s moves negatively, ‘Snatch’ must be called.  If a player fails to call out they choose to
       be penalized by either losing 5 points.
   4. When all squares are filled, the game ends and the scorekeeper tallies up the scores to see which player scored the highest; The player with the high score is the winner.
       A. At the end of the game, players may or may not have left over cards.  These cards are considered voided (wasted food/resources) and cannot be added to the final point totals
F: Setup
   1. Draw 2.75 inch X 3.25 inch square on paper filling the box with smaller tiled boxes; 6 columns, 9 rows totalling 54 squares
       A. On same paper, draw standard scoreboard separating either by character name (Johnny Clubman, April Spadester, Florence Heartfeld, Raul Diamondez), or use suit symbol to distinguish between players scores per round/level
   2. Each player chooses one suit; hearts, spades, clubs and diamonds
   3. Players each roll 1d6 3X each with each player selecting the lowest of 3 rolls.  Time/score keeper determines who goes 1st, 2nd,3rd and last based on their lowest number rolled.
       A. Players don’t have to select their lowest roll.  Of their 3 rolls, any can be selected as some players may not want to go first and others may not want to go last, etc.
   4. Players each receive a playable ‘free meal’ token
   5. Two squares on gameboard are blacked out and are unusable, seeing as the total pieces cards adds up to 52 and there are a total of 54 squares on the board.  This is decided randomly by the time/score keeper.
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Snatch or Share Game Flowchart
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